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Our Distinctive Christian School Values are :
Compassion
Community
Justice
Equality

Respect

Hope

Our Christian Value for this half term is ENDURANCE
The value of endurance highlights the necessity of making mistakes in order to learn. We want every child
to constantly try their best, to accept that learning has challenges within it but to not give up when things
get difficult. Endurance is about having a go, not giving up and keeping a positive attitude.
As a school we will be discussing what
endurance means to the children and what
we are determined to achieve. We will link
this to the new school year and what we hope
to achieve. Children will be reminded of
strategies to help them when they get stuck
and to persevere when things get tough. We
will be learning songs about endurance and
reading stories where the moral of the story
is to reach your goals through endurance,
determination and perseverance.
Family Values Tasks
Choose 1 or more of the following :
Design a poster that encourages endurance.
Write an acrostic poem about endurance.
Find out about people who overcame difficulties to
achieve their dreams.
Find out about animals or plants that demonstrate
amazing endurance.







Always try your best
Ask for help from others
Lead a healthy lifestyle
Learn from mistakes
Challenge yourself
Persevere and keep going

Weekly Celebration Assemblies
Stars of the Week
Children from each class are awarded
certificates each week who demonstrate any
of our school values.
Shippy
Each class is awarded a score out of 10 each
week depending on behaviour and attitude to
learning. Shippy moves up and down the
ladder depending on scores. If all classes
achieve 10 they receive extra golden time.
Try your hardest to achieve these ! !

‘Creating a safe and happy environment where each child can grow
academically, socially, spiritually and emotionally.’

‘Creating a safe and happy environment where each child can grow
academically, socially, spiritually and emotionally.’
Safeguarding is everyone’s responsibility. If you are worried about any child please make an appointment to see either
Mr Jory the Designated Safeguarding Lead or Mrs Joyce Designated Deputy Safeguarding Lead.
Alternatively, you can phone NSPCC: 0808 800 5000 or Somerset Direct: 0300 123 2224

